
Development of Visualization Search Service Model using
Keyword Social Network for R&D Report

As the amount of research data produced and used has increased
rapidly due to advances in technology, there have been various
attempts to handle it with Big Data and to provide useful results to
researchers. Among these, large-scale documents such as R&D
reports need a more efficient way to identify the contents and obtain
relevant document information in a short time.

In order to quickly understand the contents of a document,
visualizing the content of a R&D report in a single book will help to
understand whether it is a desired R&D report. The model that
visualizes and provides the contents of the R&D report proposed in
this study is a document summary model that reflects the spatio-
temporal characteristics and shows the dynamic change of words
developed according to the content of the document. By applying this
to the R&D report, the researcher can select a particular section in the
document's time base to identify it in the form of a keyword graph.

In conclusion, this model can quickly identify the content of R&D
reports that researchers can't understand at one time. Combining this
model with the search service of existing research reports, it will help
you quickly find the documents you need and the contents of R&D
reports.

Comparison of visualization tools

Detailed Example of Document Visualization Tool

Wordle
-Visualizes document inaWordCloud form
-Expresses frequency bysize, poordelivery
ofinformation inanoriginal text

Voyant Tools
-Visualizes document inaWordCloud form
-Frequency byeachlocation

WordShift
-Arranges bythe importance andemergence
frequency ofwords

-Provides agraph connecting the synonyms
ofkeywords andmeaning-related words

InfraNodu
-Calculates wordconnectivity using the
simultaneous appearance ofwords

-Edge thickness varies depending onits
weighted value

Main Functions

Single Document Visualization Function
- Extracts keywords and connectivity using word-distance model
- Checks the single document graph created and keyword

importance
- Document reverse-search using keywords
- Exports graph creation result
- Keyword distribution visualization mode

Dynamic analysis according to the document flow

- Checks document flow according tophase-unit time and partial topic

Structure and Process

Result of Single Document Visualization

Checks the basic information, word density and connectivity,
and the importance of top N extracted keywords on a table.

Conclusion

The R&D reports visualization search service model
examined in this paper provides the analysis result of
original R&D reports report text in real-time. Also, it is
expected to be used as a high added-value service as it can
enhance the understanding of document quickly, by
grasping the changes of document according to time.

User Interface

Result of Single Document Dynamic Analysis
Visualization00

Checks the basic information, word density and connectivity,
and the importance of top N extracted keywords on a table.
Checks the top 5 important sentences having the keywords by
directly clicking the graphs.
After moving to the ‘Dynamic Analysis’ tab, the document is
divided to look at the graphs in phases to identify the detailed
topic and the flow of document.
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Wordle Cloud Not available
Filtersstop

words
0 0 0 0

Voyant
Tools

Cloud,
Graph

Adds indexand
chart legend

Available 5 0 0 3

WordSift Graph
Connectsmedia

search and graphs
synonyms

Available 3 0 0 0

InfraNodus Graph

Index,explores
word relationship,

connectswith
Googlesearch

Available 4 0 0 0

※ Gives a score from 0 to 5 depending on the support of each function
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